BIND/DNS News

New KB articles on DHCP:
- Troubleshooting:
  - How can I identify Lame servers - what are they and how does BIND deal with them?
  - DNS troubleshooting:
    - Using Host Reservations in Kea
    - Getting started with Galera or Percona for Kea
- Configuration review capability, which we plan to bring out a new stable branch, 9.18, in Q1 2022.

New KB articles on DNS:
- Kea/DHCP News
  - The 2.0 was released in September
  - New KB articles (updated)
  - Rowena, ISC's graphical management interface

Kee DNS Operators: 1.20.24c Release

Upcoming Support Holiday Schedule

BIND 9 Application Security

Happy Holidays from ISC!